Cloud console allows for instant visibility into malware detections

Challenges

- **Tough to manage security**, endpoints spread over 12 locations
- **Spyware and malware infections** were slowing systems
- **Significant ransomware** attack proved the need for extra protection

Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes

- **Robust protection**: Malwarebytes catches types of malware that traditional systems tend to miss
- **Hands-free defense**: Malwarebytes Multi-Vector Protection uses static and dynamic detection techniques across the attack chain to defend endpoints across all types of threats
- **Cloud-based**: The Malwarebytes cloud console allows for instant visibility into malware detections and quarantines across all deployed endpoints

How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem

- **Stopped additional ransomware** infections
- **Saved at least four hours per day** from diagnosing and cleaning malware
- **Prevented users** from accessing malicious websites
- **Instilled confidence in ability** to better protect sensitive data
I was absolutely blown away by Malwarebytes. I couldn’t believe how much malware it caught.

Shawn Watson, IT Manager
Western Dairy Transport